ABSTRACT. Let FG n^ denote the Grassmann manifold of all &-dimensional (left) F-vector subspace of F n for F = R, the reals, C, the complex numbers, or H the quaternions. The problem of determining which of the Grassmannians bound was addressed by the author in [4] . Partial results were obtained in [4] for the case F = R, including a sufficient condition, due to A. Dold, on n and k for R G n^ to bound. Here, we show that Dold's condition is also necessary, and obtain a new proof of sufficiency using the methods of this paper, which cover the complex and quaternionic cases as well.
1. Introduction. For a positive integer n, let i/(n) be the integer such that 2 v{n) \n and 2 l/(n)+1 )(n. Let 1 < k < n. The purpose of this paper is to prove THEOREM 1.
Let F = R, C, or H. Then FG nk bounds if and only ifi/(n) > i/(k).
Let . Using these, and the known facts (see [4] ) about R G n> *, we will prove Theorem 1.1.
We regard the left M -vector space U n as C 2n as follows: the «-tuple (q\,...,q n ) G M n of quaternions q p = a p o + ia p \ +ja P 2 + ka P 3, 1 < p < n, is identified with the 2rc-tuple (aio + ia\\,a\2 + ia\i,..., a n o + ia n \, a n 2 + ia n^) in C 2n . Then multiplication on the left by j G D-f l yields the conjugate linear automorphism J: C 2n -> C 2n where J(Z\,...,Z2n) = (-Z2,Z\,...,-Z2n,Z2n-\)-
From this identification of n n with C 2n we obtain an imbedding of
We identify H G*,* with its image in CG 2n ,2k under the above imbedding.
We put the usual R -valued inner product on C 2n -U n so that (7V, jw) = ( v, w) for allv,w € H n .
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 7^ denote the canonical F-vector bundle of Frank t over FG m t, and let (3£ £ denote its orthogonal complement bundle, whose fi-
Then the tangent bundle r^t is isomorphic to HOIIIF(7^ , Pmj )• T^t is a complex vector bundle when F -C, and is a real vector bundle when F = R or H (see [2] ). For JCEM, let T X M denote the tangent space at x to the smooth manifold M.
Because J:C 2n -> C 2n is a conjugate linear automorphism, it induces a map *¥:
That is, VY o a = -a o T¥.
PROOF. Recall, from [2] , that the identification ofr^e with Hom f (7^, j3^t ) is obtained as follows. Given an F-linear map h: 
Voa(h)(t) = j(a(h)(t))
= {/v| vGa(/z)(0}
Therefore | (*F o a(/i)(0)|*=o is the tangent vector -jhj: Since the unoriented cobordism ring is a polynomial ring over Z / 2, it follows that the theorem holds for F = R. The general case now follows from (1.2).
•
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1. First note that, using (1.2), we need only consider the case F -R. If i/(n) < v(k), then m is odd. In this case RG m^ does not bound [4] . This completes the proof.
• REMARK. The analogue of Theorem 2.2 for the more general F-flag manifolds is true, and can be proved similarly.
3. Decomposability of Grassmannians. It is a well-known result [3] that the projective space RP n = RG n+ i,i = RG n+ i," is indecomposable if and only if n is even. Thus [KP n ] can be chosen as the «-dimensional generator for the cobordism ring for n even. From Theorems 1.1 and 2.2 it follows that any RG n> * with n even is decomposable. Indeed R G n^ is either a boundary or is cobordant to a cartesian power of R G m j for suitable integers m, I with m odd. We prove below that THEOREM 3.1. For 2 <k <n -2, R G n , k is decomposable. where the £,'s satisfy-among others-the following relation: é\ -0 (see [6] 
= E <
Now 2 < k < n -2 implies that p = / C(AZ -k) > n. Since e? = 0 for all /, we get 5 P (R G n ,jt) = 0. The theorem now follows from this by a well-known result of R. Thorn. See, for example [3] .
• NOTE. The decomposability of [FG^l for F = C or HI follows from (1.2). The author would like to thank Professor K. Varadarajan for encouragement.
